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Bed and breakfast in fano

 
 
Thanks for visiting Fano¸
Fano¸ is a tiny island with much to offer. Both the North Sea, coastlines, nationwide park as
well as terrific experiences in the nature.
On Fano¸ you can, initially, find peace and harmony in a stunning setup. Our island, therefore,
has a quite special relaxing environment that suit both households with youngsters,
bonvivants and also individuals that seek terrific encounters in the nature.
Points related to - Bed and Breakfast
Nevertheless, Fanoe is also for you which desire an energetic holiday - hiking, biking, kite-
buggies, golf as well as much more.Fanoe abounds in culture with galleries and art museums
along with the culture-historical towns Nordby and also Sønderho.

UNESCO World Heritage
Fano¸ and the Wadden Sea Nationalpark was designated
Nature World Heritage ini 2014 by UNESCO.
Nature on Fano¸
The Wadden Sea as well as The North Sea - Fanø¸'s West
Coast is one long sandy coastline. 15km coastline for bath
time, sporting activities, collecting brownish-yellow, seals as

well as far more. The east coast has tidal flats with birds, oysters as well as trend.
Fano¸ provides wonderful nature experiences throughout the year. The coastlines as well as
the coastline are the major nature magnetisms, nonetheless, it is likewise possible to have
terrific nature encounters in Fanø¸'s attractive landscapes. In the sand dunes, in the ranch in
the center of the island and in the large meadows in the direction of eastern.
Delighting in the peace, tranquillity as well as the sight from the summer month home's
balcony is, however, an experience itself.
The Forest, the Marsh on the East Coast og as well as the Heath South as well as West of the
Forest are places with nature and also few people. Along the courses and significant routes is
where you can see the special Flora as well as Fauna of the Island.
Windsports on the Beaches on Fano¸
Said in all modesty, Fanø¸ has a few of the ideal coastlines in Denmark. Approximately 15km
of sandy beach completely without stones and also pebbles and also typically extremely child-
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friendly.
The coastline is an awesome task area. Certainly it is a bath time coastline, however, the
beach is so big that there is room for bunches of tasks. Below you can fly kites, drive Blokarts
and Kite-Buggies, do wind- and kittesurf and far more.
South of Rindby Strand a 3 km lengthy stretch of the coastline is designated to these sports
activities.Here it is allowed to surf and also the beach itself is best for beach travelling. Among
the wonderful benefits is that it rarely splashes. It is strong and also dry.
The municipality maintains this part of the coastline to keep it best for sports.
Fano¸ is a mekka for kite fliers. You are enabled to drive on the significant coastline, so it is
very easy to find a place where you could fly kites without bothering various other visitors. 2
weeks in June Fanø¸ International Kitefliers Meeting takes place on Fano.
find more facts, go to - Holiday
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